
Minutes of the board meeting of the Integrated 
Care Board 

9 February 2023 
10am 
Chenoweth Suite, Commercial Centre, Victoria Offices, Station Approach, Roche, PL26 
8LG (and via MS Teams) 

The recording of this meeting is available on the website.

Members 
 John Govett, chair, NHS Cornwall and Isles of Scilly  
 Kate Shields, chief executive, NHS Cornwall and Isles of Scilly 
 Susan Bracefield, chief nursing officer, NHS Cornwall and Isles of Scilly 
 Alison Bulman, local authority partner member  
 Simon Gittoes-Davies, chief finance officer, NHS Cornwall and Isles of Scilly 
 Tarn Lamb, non-executive member, NHS Cornwall and Isles of Scilly 
 Adrian Flynn, mental health partner member (deputising) 
 Andrew Sant, primary care medical services partner member 
 Chris Reid, chief medical officer (interim), NHS Cornwall and Isles of Scilly 
 Sanjayan Srikanthan, non-executive member, NHS Cornwall and Isles of Scilly 
 Martin Sykes, non-executive member, NHS Cornwall and Isles of Scilly 
 Carole Theobald, non-executive member, NHS Cornwall and Isles of Scilly 
 Dr Neil Walden, non-executive member, NHS Cornwall and Isles of Scilly 
 Steve Williamson, NHS provider trust partner member 

Participants 
 Carolyn Andrews, director of strategy, planning and corporate affairs, NHS Cornwall 

and Isles of Scilly 
 Rachel O’Connor, director of integration (commissioning), NHS Cornwall and Isles of 

Scilly 
 Mairi McLean, chair, Royal Cornwall Hospitals Trust  
 Margaret Schwarz, chair, Cornwall Partnership Foundation Trust 
 Nigel Acheson, deputising for NHS Devon chief executive 
 Rachel Wigglesworth, director of public health, Cornwall Council 
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Attendees 
 Mary Anson, chair, Cornwall Partners in Care  
 Tim Bishop, executive, South Western Ambulance Service Trust (SWAST) 
 Patrick Weir, director of workforce, NHS Cornwall and Isles of Scilly 
 Trudy Corsellis, board secretary, NHS Cornwall and Isles of Scilly  
 Rachel Pearce, regional director commissioning South West, NHS England 

Apologies 
 Debbie Richards, mental health partner member  
 Emma Rowse, chief executive, Healthwatch Cornwall  
 Paul Masters, chief executive, Council for the Isles of Scilly  
 Emma Ridgewell-Howard, chief executive, Kernow Local Medical Committee 
 Jane Milligan, chief executive, NHS Devon 

Minutes from the meeting 

Item ICB2223/175 – Welcome and apologies  

The chair welcomed all to the meeting and noted the apologies. In particular, the chair 
welcomed Chris Reid as the new ICB chief medical officer. 

Item ICB2223/176 – Declarations of interest  

The declaration of interest register was received, and its importance noted. 

Item ICB2223/177 – Questions from members of the public received in 
advance of the meeting 

There were no questions received from the public in advance of the meeting.  

Item ICB2223/178 – Approval of minutes from 12 January and 
actions/matters arising 

The minutes of the meetings were approved and signed as a correct record. The action 
grid was updated. 

Item ICB2223/179 – Health and care vignettes 

The chair highlighted the importance of this as part of the process of bringing a wide 
range of patient and citizens stories into the ICB boardroom, particularly focused on the 
NHS Core 20+5 strategy  

Those present agreed this was a valuable and powerful approach and offered their 
thanks to those who had shared their stories. 

Decision: Members of the board  
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 supported this approach to hearing our peoples’ stories with lived health and care 
experience in this way 

 supported the director of engagement and communications with supporting the 
collation of a pipeline of stories for future boards. 

Action:  
 Vignettes to include audio and captions throughout 
 Ensure letters of thanks are sent to those whose stories are told 

Item ICB2223/180 – Chair’s update 

The chair took the report as read and sought comment from those present. 

A further update on the Bodmin diagnostic centre will be brought to the board as part of 
a future operational plan update. 

The work on the duty to collaborate, of which consideration of joint committees may form 
part, was recognised as an iterative journey. 

There is a national drive for ICBs to be more efficient to help ensure all systems achieve 
patient outcomes within balanced budgets. This is set alongside the delegation of 
functions such as the commissioning of pharmacy, optometry and dental services to 
ICBs. This was recognised as a potential tension with the chair noting the opportunity to 
think about how functions could be delivered at scale, jointly or in a different way. 

Item ICB2223/181 – Chief executive update 

Kate Shields, chief executive, took her report as read and picked up the previous point 
around the delegation of functions to ICBs, noting the expectation that specialised 
commissioning will also be delegated to ICBs in due course. 

Colleagues are working on options to establish collaborative commissioning 
arrangements, both at scale and based in place. It is expected the commissioning of 
pharmacy, optometry and dental will be hosted within an ICB in the south west, with 
governance around shared decision-making. 

The ICB is stepping into its second year of operation and is at the point of agreeing 
commissioning plans. The breadth of intermediate care is being recognised with a focus 
on place-based delivery of these services. 

The county has responded well to the recent industrial action, with everybody pulling 
together to allow colleagues to express their rights, agree derogations and work to 
deliver a service. There are implications for elective activity and patient harm.  

Action: 
 A joint paper on potential harm will be taken to quality committees and then 

boards. 
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Item ICB2223/182 - ICB clinical priority – ICS workforce strategy 
direction of travel  

Patrick Weir, director of workforce, noted the paper represented the direction of travel 
rather than a finished product. 

The strategy is being developed through an integrated approach across partners and 
builds on good work happening across the system. There is a need to establish the 
baseline recognising the diversity of employers at different stages and sizes. The 
ambition is to put the system on the map as a place to develop your health and care 
career. 

The workforce strategy will align with the integrated care strategy and is a key part of the 
transforming care for Cornwall work as well, to ensure recruitment and planning meet 
the needs of the model. The workforce committee assures the development of the 
workforce strategy. There will be engagement with the integrated care partnership to 
ensure alignment with the integrated care strategy.  

The success of recent local recruitment events aimed at people not already working in 
health and care and offering different methods of application for roles was noted.  

Those present recognised the importance of retention as well as recruitment and the 
value in supporting staff physical and psychological wellbeing and morale. 

Decision:  
 The board endorsed the approach being taken to develop the Cornwall and Isles 

of Scilly health and care workforce strategy.  

Action:  
 Workforce innovation to be included within next iteration of workforce strategy.  

Item ICB2223/183 – Draft integrated care strategy 

Rachel O’Connor, director of inclusion (commissioning) presented the report to the 
board, noting it was very much an integrated and collaborative piece of work.  

The integrated care strategy will be received formally by the integrated care partnership 
in February to allow it to be recommended to the ICB and the local authority for formal 
agreement in March. The strategy must be published by the end of March 2023. 

There will be a refresh of the strategy to ensure it remains relevant. 

Thanks were noted to those colleagues and residents of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly 
who had contributed through the engagement process. 

The synergy between the strategy, the joint forward plan and the operational plan is 
critical. 

Decision: Members of the board noted:  
 the actions and engagement undertaken since the last board meeting. 
 the final strategy will be discussed at a February integrated care partnership meeting 
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 the final version for approval will be received by the ICB on 9 March, Cornwall 
Council Cabinet on 22 March and the Isles of Scilly Council full council on 28 March. 

Item ICB2223/184 – 5-year joint forward plan update (including 2-year 
system operational plan 2023/24 and 2024/25) 

Carolyn Andrews, director of strategy, planning and corporate affairs, provided an 
overview of the paper, highlighting the joint forward plan is the delivery plan for the 
integrated care strategy and the operating plan is the first-year plan for the joint forward 
plan. 

The NHS has the accountability to hold the joint forward plan, we cannot deliver it 
without our partners and NHS England will hold us to account for delivery of these plans. 

The plan contains metrics which reflect national expectations as well as more local 
priorities and those metrics must be specific and measurable. Officers are working 
collectively across operations, workforce, quality and finance to provide that specificity. 
The trajectories and metrics will allow the ICB to identify areas of success as well as 
areas which need change and innovation.  

There was a recognition that while some of the national performance indicators may not 
explicitly link to the wider ambitions of starting well, living well and aging well, it is clear 
that, for example, longer waits to access care will affect the life of the person waiting and 
their family in ways that implicitly impact on starting well, living well and aging well. 

Once the details are agreed, a summary will be produced showing what will be different, 
how different and by when. This will be important to support engagement with the public 
and staff. 

Colleagues are working hard on joining up elements such as the strategic 
commissioning intentions, workforce and financial planning with the forward plan. 
Cornwall Council have been invited to be part of the work on the joint forward plan over 
the coming weeks and there is real opportunity to align this work with the Council’s 
delivery plans and business plan. 

The final draft financial plan will be presented to the board in March. 

Reports were also expected for the April meeting on what the 2023/24 contracting round 
means for some performance targets, the use of services outside Cornwall and the Isles 
of Scilly to support recovery and the role of place. 

The chair sought assurance that the chief nursing officer and chief medical officer were 
clinically engaged in the development of the joint forward plan and associated plans. 
Susan Bracefield, chief nursing officer, confirmed there was clinical engagement but 
work was underway to strengthen this, in particular through the clinical prioritisation and 
advisory group (CPAG) which is under development as a key place for clinician 
engagement and input. 

The ICB will be engaging with Devon on an acute commissioning collaborative over the 
next year. CPAG will provide a vehicle to discuss the commissioning for value work. 
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Decision: ICB Board members:  
 discussed their ambitions for the joint forward plan 
 noted progress to date and provided feedback on the proposed content 
 invited the boards of the Royal Cornwall Hospital Trust and Cornwall Partnership 

Foundation Trust to a joint meeting to consider the draft joint forward plan and 
discuss how they will collectively oversee its ongoing development and 
implementation 

 noted the one-off way of working on the system operating plan for 2023/24 
 noted the next steps in the main report under financial context

In addition, those present agreed it was important to engage a wider set of clinicians in 
the work, beyond RCHT and CFT, in particular, clinicians working at place. 

Item ICB2223/185 – Transforming care for Cornwall update  

Rachel O’Connor, director of inclusion (commissioning) presented the report updating 
the board on progress across the transforming care for Cornwall (TC4C) programme. 
She noted it covered November and December updates and that areas of previous deep 
dives, such as mental health, were not duplicated. The report aims to update on 
activities and interventions but also the impact and links back to the integrated 
performance report. Much of the detail in terms of delivery of metrics and trajectories sits 
within the integrated performance report. 

Transformations within individual organisations, driven by their programme management 
structures, are critical to delivery of system plans, as are the system-level 
transformations. 

Decision: ICB Board members: 
 noted the update from the TC4C programme board and workstream summaries 
 agreed to schedule the 2023/24 resource plan for T4C4 reconfiguration 

programmes for the April board meeting 

Item ICB2223/186 – ICB committee chair, partner member and 
participant updates 

The updates were received for information and were taken as read with the following 
highlighted by exception: 

Finance, performance and commissioning committee: Response submitted as per 
Department of Health and Social Care requirements, with further baseline submission 
relating to the data security and protection toolkit (DSPT) expected on 28 February and 
final submission on 30 June. Requirements are expected to be met. 

Citizen engagement and equalities committee: Now need to really step up our 
framework for communications, engagement, listening and consulting with our residents. 
Work needs to be mapped and duplication avoided. 

Audit committee: No written report could be provided as the meeting took place quite 
recently. The chairs of audit committees from partner organisations have been meeting 
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and discussed board and system assurance framework, joint committees, and possible 
shared areas for internal audit. 

The ICB audit committee recently discussed the draft audit plan for 2023/24 and 
2024/25. They also received updates on the work around the board and system 
assurance framework and were assured by that. There is nothing significant to report 
from internal audits to date and the external audit timetable for the 3-month clinical 
commissioning group and 9-month ICB account audits is in hand. 

Primary care commissioning committee: The committee is looking at a solution-
based framework to the issue of GP resilience and are committed to the partnership 
model of general practice in Cornwall. 

There is a need for accountability and sight of shared governance on the delegated 
commissioning of pharmacy, optometry and dentistry to the ICB. 

Integrated care area committee: Focus is on ‘place and community working.’ Provider 
organisations support the concept of integrated work at place.  

The committee is planning a series of development meetings starting in March and 
would welcome the attendance of partner representatives at those meetings. 

Provider Trusts partner member: Improvements previously seen in ambulance 
handovers at RCHT and UHP have not yet been sustained. Delayed discharges have 
reduced from their previous peak. They are being maintained at around 106 at RCHT. 
Delayed discharges of Cornwall and Isles of Scilly patients at UHP have stabilised at 
around 40. 

The new Tremenel unit has opened providing rapid assessment spaces and extra frailty 
beds. This has been shown to support flow. However, when there is significant pressure 
on the system, those beds are necessarily re-purposed for additional inpatient capacity. 

Mental health partner member: The Mental Health Act is being revised and this will 
have an impact on care delivery in the system. There are changes around the detention 
of people with learning disabilities and autism as well as administrative changes. 

Primary care partner member: The general practice alert status is a report produced 
by a local medical committee, using a semi-quantitative approach to try to identify 
activity within general practice. This shows a reduction in the percentage of people 
contacting their practice. This reduced number still represented 20% of our population 
contacting their practice in the week of the report. 

The support provided by primary care colleagues, particularly through winter pressures 
and industrial action days, changing ways of working to support the system was noted 
and appreciated. Those present acknowledged the support from Kernow Health CIC in 
delivering vaccinations but also often stepping in with support at times of pressure. The 
value of this was recognised across the system but also potentially at a place level. 

Chief executive update – NHS Devon ICB: There will be a Board to Board between 
UHP and Cornwall and Isles of Scilly ICB. 
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Action:  
 Board to be updated on the relationship between the adult social care outcomes 

framework (ASCOF) admissions per 100,000 to institutional care and some of the 
people waiting for P1 pathways requiring complicated care. 

Item ICB2223/187 – Integrated performance report  

The report was taken as read with the following highlighted: 

Quality 
Higher than predicted hospital standardised mortality ratio (HSMR) is being reported at 
RCHT. While Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is not a national outlier, higher than 
expected mortality is driven by delays and backlogs. These factors can also have 
negative impacts on other outcomes such as the severity of disablement following a 
stroke. This links back to the planned paper on harm and emphasises the importance of 
2023/24 ambitions on reducing bed occupancy to facilitate rapid flow as well as 
improved care. 

All providers have their own mortality and morbidity groups. System-wide oversight will 
be chaired by the ICBs chief medical officer. This should include reference to health 
inequalities and protecting the most vulnerable. 

The target to have no one waiting 78 weeks or more for elective surgery is the end of 
this quarter. Both RCHT and UHP are forecasting having patients waiting over 78 weeks 
by end March. Actions are being taken to reduce those numbers and to move towards 
the next target of 65 weeks by end March 2024. These actions include looking to match 
people to available capacity outside the region and are included in the 2023/24 plan.  

People who travel out of region for their surgery will be supported. They will be provided 
with information as well as more bespoke, potentially financial, support in terms of travel 
and accommodation. The details are yet to be confirmed. 

Recovery trajectories, including on the 62-day target for cancer, were received from the 
Trusts at the system oversight meeting (SOM) which took place after this report was 
produced. These trajectories are now being reviewed and will go through the quality and 
pathways of care committee and finance, performance and commissioning committee.  

The services for children and young people in mental health crisis have been 
reconfigured and a multi-agency rapid response service (MARRS) has been put in place 
which is able to respond 24 hours a day and includes colleagues from the local 
authority.  

Finance 
Simon Gittoes-Davies, chief finance officer, confirmed the system continues to on 
forecast for breakeven, through good risk sharing between orgs. There is pressure 
around prescribing and agency costs. Cost improvement plans and efficiencies have 
been delivered overall with some challenges around delivery on recurring basis which 
will be the focus in 2023/24.  

The ICB is working with colleagues across the system to find ways of mitigating non-
recurrent savings and these will be reported in future meetings.  
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System control centre 
Susan Bracefield, chief nursing officer, thanked all partners who have worked together 
on the system control centre to help the system through winter. The recent recruitment 
for the director post to support the SCC was unsuccessful but is being repeated. 

Workforce 
Work continues on building a system level workforce dashboard.  

Decision: ICB board members: 
 acknowledged and discussed the performance issues reported as exceptions in 

the main report.  
 had confidence that assurance processes are in place for recovery plans for 

under-performing areas  
 noted the ongoing development for the integrated reporting that will seek to 

include a wider ICS approach being included for the next board meeting. 

Action:  
 Extend membership of system mortality group to UHP and North Devon Trusts. 
 An update will be brought to the March board meeting on efforts to bring system 

data together into one version of the truth. 
 Recovery trajectories from the SOM meeting to be shared to provide satisfactory 

assurance.  
 Future paper for the board to focus on mortality and morbidity, bringing together 

HSMR and summary hospital-level mortality indicator (SHMI), to include Cornwall 
and Isles of Scilly Devon data, alongside wider mortality information from public 
health colleagues. 

Item ICB2223/188 - Items for March board 

Extraordinary board meetings may be required for signing of items with submissions due 
at the end of March. This is in hand. 

Items for the March ICB Board were discussed and the following agreed: 
 To ensure space on the March agenda for items requiring timely approval, the 

system engagement strategy and clinical strategy and the Fuller report may be 
moved to a later meeting 

Item ICB2223/189 - Questions from members of the public relating to 
the agenda

Mr Nigel Morson noted a theme of place and community and asked what more could be 
done to ensure there is good public and patient involvement. 

There will be a role for expert reference groups, made up of people with particular 
knowledge and lived experience. A future paper will focus on the development of the 
new engagement strategy, looking at how we support general open-end discussions as 
well as more specific engagement pieces. 
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Each place has an integrated care area forum made up of engaged bodies such as the 
voluntary and third sector and NHS partners and each forum has a lay representative.  

There is work to be done to extend beyond our current networks, this may involve 
mapping various councils and groups who may be interested in having a voice and may 
require thinking innovatively. It is important there is good equalities representation within 
this as well. 

The meeting closed at 1.25pm.  

Final copy for ratification 

Signed by the chair:  
Date:   



NHS Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Integrated Care Board (ICB)
Board action grid - Part 1

Date and 

number
Action agreed Action by Target date Progress / date complete

9 February 2023 board meeting

ICB2223/182 Workforce innovation to be included within next iteration of workforce 

strategy. 

PW Apr-23

ICB2223/185 Bring back TC4C / key clinical priorities back to Board in April.  Update Board 

forward plan.  Bring back PMO requirements in April too.

ROC Apr-23

ICB2223/189 Consider use of expert reference groups as part of our engagment work. CA/LT Jul-23

12 January 2023 board meeting

ICB2223/153 Provide update on proposal to hold shared finance and performance, as 

well as quality, committees across the ICB, CFT and RCHT.

Chief Execs Mar-23

ICB2223/160a Bring back greater detail on years 3 to 5 of Joint Forward Plan trajectories K Shields Jul/Aug 23

ICB2223/161 Schedule detailed partner updates for VCSE, councils, care providers, 

primary care and provider trusts (including NHS 111).

A Bulman

S Williamson

Apr to Jun 23 E Rowse - April; M Anson - May; R 

Rothero to update for Council.

Primary care and place - Mar-23.
ICB2223/163 Confirm whether clinical strategy will be ready by March for approval. S Bracefield / 

C Reid

Jun-23 Deferred until June 23 on Forward 

Plan

8 December 2022 board meeting

ICB2223/129 Consideration to be given to Debbie Richards updating board members on 

the connecting people work of Prof Martin Webber.

D Richards TBC Defer until after April 23.

11 October 2022 board meeting

ICB2223/074 Acute provider collaborative paper demonstrating expectations against 

strategic directions to be discussed by SEG and brought to ICB board.

K Shields

R O'Connor

Apr/May 23 Deferred due to re-prioritisaation of 

Jan to March agendas.

Actions closed this month

Date and 

number
Action agreed Action by Target date Progress / date complete

ICB2223/158a Review governance diagram for PHM and health inequalities enabling 

workstream

C Reid / 

R Wigglesworth

Mar-23 Deem complete - being actioned by 

officers, not ICB board



Board action grid - Part 1

Date and 

number
Action agreed Action by Target date Progress / date complete

ICB2223/159 Integrated care strategy - as part of final version provide clarity on links and 

differences with the health and well-being strategy.

R O'Connor Mar-23 Complete - strategy being signed off 

at March board.

ICB2223/179 Health and care vignettes - more powerful, poignant stories with audio and 

captions available for all of them. Thank you's from the Board to be sent.

LT/TC On-going Healthwatch happy to support future 

production.

ICB2223/181 Joint harm paper to be produced - for discussion at quality committees and 

then boards.

SB (KOK) Jun-23 Deem complete - listed for June on 

Board forward plan

ICB2223/184 Produce simple narrative for the public (and staff) of the JFP outlining  what 

will be different and by when.

CA/AS/LT Mar-23 Complete - part of March board 

papers

ICB2223/187(i) Extend membership of system mortality group to UHP and North Devon 

Trusts.

SB Mar-23 Deem complete.

ICB2223/187(ii) Recovery trajectories from the SOM meeting to be shared to provide 

satisfactory assurance. 

SB/TC Feb-23 Complete

ICB2223/187(iii) Future paper for the board to focus on mortality and morbidity, bringing 

together HSMR and summary hospital-level mortality indicator (SHMI), to 

include Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Devon data, alongside wider mortality 

information from public health colleagues.

SB/RW Jun-23 Deem complete - listed for June on 

Board forward plan

ICB2223/188 Exec team to review and decide changes to forward plan. Execs Feb-23 Complete


